TITLE NO..............................................................................................................................................................
I/We...........................................................................................................................................................................

in consideration of ..........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................................

(the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledge) HEREBY TRANSFER to ........................................................................................................................................................................

of ..................................................................................................................................................................................

the land comprised in the above mentioned title.

The Transferees declare that they hold the land as joint proprietors/as proprietors in common*in the following undivided shares:—

Dated this.................................................................................. day of ......................................................... 20.............

Signed by the Transferor
In the presence of: -

I CERTIFY that the above named..................................................................................................................................

appeared before me on the ........................................................... day of ......................................................... 20............ and, being known to me/being identified by*........................................................................................................................................

Acknowledgement the above signatures or marks to be his {theirs} and that he {they} had freely and voluntarily executed this instrument and understood its contents.

Signature..........................................................................................

*Delete whichever is not applicable.
Signed by the Transferee 
In the presence of:-

ID/NO...................................

PIN No.........................

Signature.........................

I CERTIFY that the above

named........................................................................................................................................................

appeared before me on the ....................................day of.................................................................20....................

and, being known to me/being identified by* ................................................................................

of..................................................................................................................................................

acknowledge the above signatures or marks to be his {theirs} and that he {they} had freely and
voluntarily executed this instrument and understood its contents.

...................................................

Signature and Designation of
Person Certifying

REGISTERED this..............................................................day of..........................................................20............

...................................................

Land Registrar

"Note: The person attesting the signature must authenticate the colored passport size photograph. National IDNumber and
Tax PIN Number."

*Delete whichever is not applicable.

GPK(L)